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NAGT Crustal Evolution Education Project
Edward C. Stoever, Projdct Director
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Teachers and students alike have aunique
opportunity through CEEP modules to share in the
unfolding of these educationally ,mportant and
exciting advances CEEP modules are designed
to provide students with appealing frrsthand
investigativc experiences with concepts which are
at or close to the frontiers of scientific inquiry into
nlate tectonics Furthermore the CEEP modules
ar- designed to he used by teachers with little'''or

previous backgrouncl, in the modern theories
5:-a-floor spreadalq Continental drift and plate

t
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:arts fcr c9n.,enience The recommended length
,4 rim,- for icrach module is indicater.1 Some modules

rerl,i,ft, prerequisite knowledge of some aspects
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Plate Boundaries 'And
Earthquake Prediction

INTRODUCTION
Some people wouldn't think of going outside each
day until they have heard the weather prediction.
Don't you think it would be sensible kir
people to check for an earthquake prediction
before they go to work or-travel in an area'?
Scientists may be on the verge of predicting
certain kinds of earthquakes. Some correct
predictions have already taken place. To make
correct earthquake predictions become a regular
reality, scientists are making concentrated
research efforts.

PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND
It would be helpful for students to have some
knowledge of earthquakes. Most of the data
and relationships presented in this module are
based on the assumption of an active major fault
in which there is a constant build-up and
periodic release of strain. Students should be
familiar with the basic kinds of faults,
esbecially strike-slip faults. Earthquake magni-
tude also should be explained before the
activity. The*important point is that magnitude on
the Richter scale doe's not iarease evenly from
one number to the, next. Rather it is logarithmic
(each number designates a magnitude ten
times greater up the scale)aecognizing that
higher magnitube earthquakes release a vastly
greater energy than those with low numbers.

OBJECTIVES
When you havecompleted these activities, you
should be able to
1. Lobate and relate plate boundaries and areas
having frequerifearthquakes.
2. Explain how to use historical seismic data
to predict earthquakes in an area. `f
3. List three precursors and briefly explain how
they are used in earthquake prediction
'4. Make an earthquake prediction based on
simulated data

MATERIALS
None

4

New theories of plate tectonics have contributed
to research on earthquake prediction. Since
most quakes on earth occur on or near plate
boundaries, the researchers have to understand
Plate tecfonics

Two general kinds of data useful for prediction are
the history of earthquakes and land movement
in an area, andAtrange events, c precursors,
that usually occur some time b ore an
earthquake.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Earthquake, prediction involves specifying the
time,tplace, and magnitude of ark individual
future event. All three of these parameters are
poorly known and are complicated by functions
of the relative mqtions of parts of the earth's
crust and mantle, the rate of strain accumulatiOn
in rocks and the strength of those rocks.
Even if the processes by which the energy is
Iccumulafed and released were completely
understood, the imprecise knowledge of the initial
conditions, boundary conditions and relevant
material properties would make the prediction
of a particular seismic event very difficult.

Nevertheless, earthquake prediction has been
a research goal of some seismologists and other
geophysicists for about a decade. One approach
is to base predictions on studies that show
gaps in the seismic activity at a particular location.
,if major earthquakes are periodic, then a long
s.Asmic gap may mean a recurrence is
likely or overdue at that place. But the main
thrust is the search for precursors, that is,
phenomena that occur in a characteristic way
prior to an earthquake. Most of the research to
date has been empirical

SUGGESTED APPROACH -

PART A requires some important teacher direction.
In order. to keep studpnt reading at a minimum,
the graphs, relationships and exercises in
PART A are presented here with no explanation.
Students are instructed to wait for your
direction. The following section, PROCEDURE,
explains the graphs. The graphs were simplified
for student use so some of the original
formulas could be presented. The students are
expected to gain a basic understanding of
the relationship so they can read and logically
follow the graph.

If students seem to be understanding the various
relationships, they may not need much help
in synthesizing them to make their own
predictions in PART B. If some Students are
having difficalty, go through the first example
with them,

2

I

Recently, however, a physical model of processes
pre(ceding a seismic event has been successful
imexplaining and unifying a number of
independent observations. Although this theory,
known as "dilatancy," is still being tested, it offers
hope that at least some earthquakes in some
geological settings are predictable on thje
basis of easily observable phenomena.

The setting of 'an active fault, the San Andreas
Fault, will be used as art example in this module.
Plate boundary settings such'as this are
more useful for prediction than other locations
because strainAnd movement are-operating -
constantly. Accurate prediction is still a .
goal for the future.

An important point that should be stressed from
the beginning is that-research and development
in this field is young. The graphs have been
simplified from research thans currently
being argued and disputed. Some precursors under
investigation today may prove invalid
tomorrow. Likewise, scientists, may have oyer-
looked the key to prediction thus far. In any case,
the intent is to expose students to a field of
endeavor that will experience rapid growth
and increasing importance in the next few years.
When the breakthroughs occur, the students
who learn from this module will have a fuller
understanding.

0
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PROCEDURE
PART A: Is it possible to predict earthquakes?
Students examine the relationships betweeh
earthquake magnitudes and recurrence
intervalS, diameter of uplifted areas and duration
of precursors. Students will also examine
the reldtionships between travel-time ratios for
S- and P-waves and the occurrence of an
earthquake.
key word: precursor
Time requited: one 45-minute period
Materials: none

LOok at Figure 1. This map has thousands of
earthquake centers' plotted as dots. These quakes,
large and small, happened over a six-year
period Do Nu notice a pattern to these quakes9
They seem to occur in dark bands or lines. It
is no coincidence that thest lines match the
boundaries of major plates on the earth.
The highest numbers of quakes occur in areas
where plates are bumping into or sliding past one
another

fJ

AN&

*4.

Figure 1 45, view of the,earth's surface showing earthquake epicenters from 1961-1967 (Modified from
A E Brotman, 1978. The origin of metal deposits in the oceanic lithosphere Scientific American
and F Press, 1975, Earthquake predictioci. Scientific Arherican.)



Figure 2 shows the situation along the west coast
of the United States. Circle this area on the
map (Figure 1). Scientists from many fieldi are
studying and recording all the earthquake
activity in this area. One of the most active areas
is the San Andreas Fault that runs up the
length of `California. (See Figure 2.) The land to
the west of the fault is sliding porthwestward
in relation to the land to the east of the -
fault. This is one of the most active earthquake
areas in the United States The data presented
in trA,s activity comes from the study of
earthquakes in this area While looking at the

,,graphs, keep in mind that there are arguments
among scientists in this field. Some of them
may even disagree as to the fruth of some of the
data presented

e

I

North

Figure 2. Index map of California showing location
of some major faults.

4

The vertical scale of Figures 3, 4 and & does
not increase at an even rate It increases faster
as you go up the scale. -
Look at Figure 3 and then wait until your teacher

4'. explains this graph before you answer the
questions.

PART A of this activity i4 intended to acquaint
students with the basics of earthquake
prediction (Figures 1 and 2). Check to see, if
students have circled the line'of quakes in the
`western 'United State*. If they have seen-tpis plot
in another activity, a quick reminder of the
location of trenches, and ridge zones may be
helpful.

Make sure students realize that in Figure 3 the
scale of years increases more rapisily,as you
read up it. This graph is a simplified diagram of a
great deal of statistical data for a specific
location. This relationship is only possible in'an
area that: (a) has historical earthquake data;
(b) is constantly monitored by seismorogists;
(c) lies near an active fault: and(d) has a fairly
constant rate of strain.

This is an idealized graph. It shows the full release
of energy build-up in the given time period.
It does not take into account other forms of energy ,
release between quakes, such as creep and
tremors. This graph is'-for a location that would
experience movement of 2 cm/year along
the fault if the ground moved freely,

"Ite actual relationship is believedto follow the
f*mula:

,D
Rx s-c
where Rx = recurrence interval-gra point on the-

fault
D = displacement accompanying a quake

of given magnitude
s ,= long term strain rate (here assuming

tectonic
of 2 cm/year)

c 'tectonic creep,rate..

7
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1. if there had been no earthquake in this area
for five years and then one occurred, what
might' be its magnitude'?
About 5.1

2. A quake of magnitude 4.0 just happened. 4-low
many years hash been since the last quake?
.year
3. People thought there would fie nomdre
quakes,at thg_location here because there had
been none for 100 years. But, they were strprised
when one struck yesterday.-What might be the
magnitude of this killer quake?
7.1

4. Finish this statement. In an area along an
active fault, the longer the time between quakes,
the sttonger the earthquake and the greater the
magnitude.
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Figure 3. The graph shows the full release of
energy build-up in the given time period.
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Look at Figure 4 and waitfor an explanation
from your teacher.

The model or theory known as dilatency is
based on the idea thaj rock undergofs an inelastic
volume increase prior to failure. 'ForLexample,
chan'ges in tilt, or bulging in the rock, is a
precursor phenomenon. This is revealed by
changirig elevation of benchmarks or usin6 sensi-
tive tilt meters. The size of the region of uplift
has been correlated with the magnitude of
the future earthquake. Japanese scientists have
suggested the relation from which Figure 4
was derived.

, ltd =' 1.96 log r 4.45
M = magnitude; r radius of uplifted area
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5.° An earthquake with d magnitude of 4:5
occurred. If land was uplifted some time before the
quake, what might.6e the diameter of the uplift?
2 km

6. Scientists in a certain area measured the
diameter of the area bulging up a Aw years ago
The bulge measured,80 km acrosg. What is the
likely magnitude of the next quake?
7.6

7. Finish this statement The smaller' the area of
land uplifted, the smaller the magnitude of the
next quake.

2 3 4 5 6 7

Earthquake magnitude (Richter scale)

, . i

Figure 4 The graph shows the correlation between size of the region of uplift anit the magnitude

of
a future earthquake

8 9
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Look at Figures 5 and 6 and wait for an
explanation from your teacher.

lb j

..

The graph in Figure 6 was derived from apparent
correlation between duration (not size) of an
anomaly and the magnitude of the future
event. In stating the relation, Kiss linger did not
limit this relation to any particular precursor.
The derived graph in Figure 6 Is ,fairly simple
for students to use. (If magnitude is first
determined from Figure-6 or Figure 4, the student
can go back to Figure 3 to find a likely
recurrence interval.) Figure 5 shows raw data
from an area in New York. Some scientists have
detert mined that the ratio of the velocity of

1

i

1

S-waves to the velocity of P-waves decreases prior
to earthquakes. (Once again, this method

. could only work in an area where constant .
monitoring takes place.) Each mark on the graph
was the result of a shock, wave,; either small
explosions or foreshocks, being sen\ through
the rock in question. This lower velocity is
explained by the dilatency model. When the land
increases in volume, extra spaces open up which
would tend to slow waves traveling through
the rock. Water fills in the spaces priori,to,
the quake, which would bring the wave velocity ,

,-back to normal. Make sure students draw a
smooth "best fit" line, to show the trend 1,1 other
points, instead of trying to connect them.
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Figure 5 Travel-time ratios (tS/tP) for the August 3, 1973, Blue Mountain Lake earthquake,
predicted by Aggarwal and others.
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Look at Figure 6 as you answer the following. .

8. A certain precursor or unusual event lasted,for
about three months and then started to go
back t9 normal. After the precursor returned to
normal, a quake struck. What might be its
magnitude?
4.7

The normal velocity of,waves through a rock had
been untirsual for a long while. Last week a
devastating quake occurred that had a magnitude
of 7.6. Your teacher explained that the' points
plotted in Figure 5-are from a place in
New York. The normal value from the time of the
S-wave divided by the time for the P-wave
is about 1 75. Place your pencil on that value on
July 29 The values refnain thesame far a little
while and then decrease. With a smooth line,
draw the approximate pattern for the decreaSe
and then return to normal some time later.
Then notice when the quaklo occurs.

9. For how many days was the value unusual?
3.5-4 dais

No use Figure 6 to determine the magnitude of
the quake Write your answer both here and on
Figure 5 where it says M = 2.6

10. tttate the relationship between the duration
of a precursor and the magnitude.
The longer a precursor lasts, the greater the
magnitude of the subsequent earthquake.

3
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Another precursor is unusual animal behavior.
Eyewitness accounts of unusual animal
behavior preceding an earthquake have been
reported for centuries from all over the world.

Studies of animal behavior are difficujt to carry
otit. All animals wdul9 have to be observed
constantly for long periods of time in order to
decide what behavior is unusual.

The Chinese government has issued a list of
behaviors of anieals before and during earth-
quakes.

Some of the behaviors aFe that cattle or horses
refuse to get into their corrals, rats run from their
hiding places, chickens fly into trees, pigs
break out of their pens, ducks refuse to go to Water,
dogs bark for no obvious reason, snakes come
out of their winter hibernation,, pigeons are
frightened and will not return to their nests,
rabbits jump or crash into things, and fish
jump out of water as if frightened.

, .
Animal behavior is the oldest recorded precursor
of earthquakes. The use qj unusual animal
behavior scientifically depends on careful
observation of normal behavior for that animal.
Much interesting research is beingdone in this
.area using such diverse animals ad chimpanzees
and cockroaches. Students phould be told that
unusual animal behavior has been observed
for no more than 24-36 hours'prior to a quake and
at a distance of no more than 50 km from the
epicenter.

I

2 3 4 5

Earthquake magnitude

7 8

.Figure 6. he graph shows apparent correlation between duration of a precursor and the magnitude
of a futur earthquake.
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PROCEDURE any
PART B. Can ysou,predict an earthquake?
Students try.to make their own predictions based
on source-idealized data. Students should be
aware of the hypothetical nature of the data and
the predictions they will come up with.
They should be encouraged to set out their data -
carefully and use more space than provided
if necessary.
Key words: none
Time required: one 45-minute period
Materials: none

You are the director of an imaginary governmen
agency called the Bureau of Earthquake
Prediction. It is your job to analyze data anct make
decisions. Your decision may affeerthe lives
of million of people. Your pred'iction may cause
people to leave the area. They will be angry
if no earthquakes occur You may predict a small
quake, or one happeniefig some time in the
future. If you are wrong, many people may die
Good. luck!

For each of the three simulations do the following
1. Read the data given in the description.
2. Use the graphs or other information from
PART A to come up with various guesses
3. Roughly average the values and'using your own
judgraent, predict the magnitude of the
earthquake and the approximate range of time

,in the future you think it will happen.
Follow through the first example and fill in the
data The second and third example's maybe
ddrne using the same method, of another,
if you prefer

A ghakeytown, California
Residents of Shakeytown are used to quakes by
now They have rebuilt the town a number of
times in the past. The last quake occurred
about a year ago Sincethen there has been one
instance of mild tremor Pepple were awakened
last night by rabbits bumping into buildings.
That activity has decreased today. Tilt
meters'have indicated an uplifted area of about

..5 km diameter What is your prediction?

Category

Data Layout
Observation Implication

last quake
1

1 year M = 4

any activity minor tremor will decrease M

anima' behavior
)

rabbits btimped
into buildings

earthquake in
24-36 hours

uplifted area 5 km diameter .3.2

It

/

Now carefully consider all factors together and
write yoyr predictions
Next quake may occur.in 1=2 (days, minutes,
years);
Its magnitude will be 3.4

Justification of prediction. The animal behavior
means a quake will occur soon. Tremors will
decrease the strain build-up so the lower values of
magnitude will probably be the case.

What action shquld you take? The following
are some of your alternatives:
a. Notify local officials to evacuate the people
b Notify local officials to secure homes.
c. Notify government agency for future action
d Suggest that existing structures be

strengthened
e. Change building code for next few years
f. Other (you specify)
Action- Notify local officials to secure homes
since there is little time. The quakewill likely'
be' mild.

Help students go through this first example if they
are having trouble. They may want to'Lise a
separate sheet of paper for data. If they can justify
their prediction, it tsfnot neiessarily wrong.
You §hould decide ahead-81 time whether
you will announce the actual outcome of the
9 uake: It may be in the form: "Two days after the

'rabb4 stopped bumping into buildings, an
earthquake of magnitude 3.2 struck." Have
students dipcuss the results of taking the wrong
action.

oz



.Crackinthegrciund, Oregon
A few kilometerS away from this town(aiarge
crack( opened up during a quake 10 years -

ago. Since this time there has been n6 seismic.
activity. ;Animals seem tote happy. For the
last thr0 years there has been a slight bulging of
the ground in an area measuring 20 km across
The town, is growing rapidly and large offices
and apartments are being built. What is your
prediction? (Hint. Don't use Figure 3

, until yob decide Qn a rdag.nitude.)

Data Layout
Observation Implication%

ik.

Category*

animal behavior not unusbal 50ake not
imminent

uplift 20 km diameter M = 6.5 ,

duration of uplift 3 years . M,= 6.$

using Figure 3
for M 6.6

35 years-
10 years ,

quake in 25
years

Next q'tiake may occur in 25. (days, minutes,
years).
Its magnitude will be 6.4 *-

Justification of prediction Although there are'no
precursor indications of an imminent earthquake,
a large future quake seems to be indicated by
peesertt bulging.

Action. Notify government to change building
codes and start a program of strengthening
buildings.

4

10 4

Muddywaters,,California
Last year you made a prediction for tapeople

_of this city bated on your observations.,,At the 100,
time you noted that the velocity of seisrtiic Yu,

waves had been low for 2 years. The last quake
was 20 yearstago,'Ond you did not have time
to measure uplift because you predicted a 6.5

,magnitude quake to occur within a few weeks.
There was greet confusion and marry people left.
A quake did strikea feW weeks' later but it
wasbnly M = 2.5 The people were angry. Now you
have measured uplift again and find the land
is still deformed ovtr a diameter of 1 km.
What is your new prediction'

(Hint. lay out yourdata for both predictions and-
consider them together.)

Data`ayout
ObservationCategory Implication

seismic velocity
low

2 years M = 6.5

last quake ,. 20 years ago M = 6 1
seismic activity

I

I

small quake
M = 2.5.

will decrease :.

41ext quake

I land uplift
E r 1 km diameter M = 3.8

,

Next quake may occur in 1 (days, minutes,
years)
Its magnitude will be 4.0

Justification of prediction Since it was apparent_
that a large amount of strain was building,
the release of energy during the 2.5 quake was not
enough, New data indicates that the rest of
the strain will be released within a year.

Action: Strengthen structures, etc.

Ncou may want to fabricate the actual outcomes
to these threasituations;,,,pos,sibly deviate
from the implications of the data to show that
earthquake prediction is not infallible.

13
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SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. Where do most earthquakes occur on the
surface of the earth?

Along plath boundaries, especially where plates
. are colliding:

2. In an area 'Of an active fault, if, earthquakes
occur regularly, what can you 'say about the
magnitude?
It will be small because of the constant release
of strain.

3, ,Explain a PrecUrsor and tell how to use it.
The students may choose to explain any precursor
and explain how to use it;

EXTENSION
You and your classmates may want toinake up
your own situations (not haphazardly,kitut
using the graphs) and try to ccfne up with an
accurate prediction.
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Plate Boundaries
And Earthquake Prediction

INTROD(JCTION
Some people wouldn't tilink of going outtide each
day until they have heard the weathelupredictlOh
Don't you think it would be sensible for
people to check for an earthquake prediction
before they go to work or travel in an area'?.
Scientists may be on the verge of predicting
certain kinds of earthquakes. Some correct
predict:tons have already taken place To make

"Itcerrect earthquake predictions become a regular
reality, scientists .are making concentrated ,

research efforts

New theories of plate tectonics have contributed
to research on earthquake prediction. Since
most qakes on earth occur on or near plate
boundaries; the researchers have to understand
plate tectonics.

Two general kinds of data useful for prediction are
the history of earthquakes and and movement
in an area, and strange events, called precursors,
that usuallx.oecur some time before an
earthquake,,

OBJECTIVES
When you have completed these activities, you
should be able to '.
1. Locate and elate plate boundaries and areas
having frequent earthquakes.
2. Explain how to use hislorical seismic data
to predict earthquakes in an area.
3. List three precursors and. briefly explain how
they are used in earthquake prediction.
4. Make an earthquake prediction based on
simulated data

Copyright 1979 by SouthOst MissourliStato Uolversity
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PROCEDURE
PART A Is it possible to predict earthquakes?
Materials none

Look at Figure 1. This map has thousands of
earthquake centers plotted as dots These quakes,
large and small, happened over a six-year
period Do yownotice a pattern to these uakes?
They seem to occur in dark bands or li s. It
is no coincidence that these lines match the
boundaries of major plates on the earth .

'*1-,,he highest numbers of quakes occur in areas
where plates are bumping into or sliding past one
another.

Figure 1 A view of the earth's surface showing earthquake epicenters from 1961-1967 (Modified from
A E Brotm-an, 1978, The origin of metal deposits in.the oceanic lithosphere Scientific American
and F Press, 1975, Earthquake prediction. Scientific American.)
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Figure 2 shows the situation along the west coast
of the United States Circle this area on the
map (Figure 1). Scientists from many fields are
studying and recording all the earthquake
activity in this area. One of the most active areas
is the San Andreas Fault that runs up the
length of California (See Figure 2.),The land to
the west of the fault is sliding northwestward
in relation to the land to the,bast of the
fault This is one of the nriost active earthquake
areas in the United States. The data preSented
in this activity comes from the study of
earthquakes in this area While looking at the
graphs, keep in mind that there are arguments
among scientists in this field Some of them
may even disagree as to the truth of some of the'
data presented
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Figure 2 Index map of California showing location
of some major faults
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The- vertical scare of Figur0 3, 4 and 6 does
pot increase at grr en rate Wincreases faster
zis, you go up the ale

L at Figure 3 and then wait Until your teacher
e plains this graph before you,answer the
q estions

1. If there had been no earthquake in this area
for five i,earsoand then one occurred, what
might be,itsJriagnifude?

2. A quake of magnitude 4 0 just happened. How
many years has it been since the last quake?

4

500

100

50
40

3C

77:
20

10

6

5
4

3

2

05

3. People thought there would be no more
quakes at fhe location here because there had
been none for 100 years. But, they were surprised
when one struck yesterday. What might be the
magnitude of this killer quake?

4. Finish this statement In an area along an
active fault, the longer the time between quakes,

_

_ I

)

I

III

C,

_

:=

?
-",-

t
ro.

2 3 4 5 6 7

Earthquake magnitude (Richter scale)

8 9

Figure 3. The graph shows the full release of energy build-up in the given time period.
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Look at Figure 4 and wait for an explanation
from your teacher

5. An earthquake with a magnitude of 4 5
occurred If land was uplifted some time before the
quake, what might be the diameter of .the uplift?

6. Scientists in a certain area measured the
diameter of the area bulging up a few years ago
The bulge measured 80 km across What is the
likely magnitude of the next quake?

500
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40
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I
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"6 4

3

ti 2

a

7 Finish this statement The smaller the area of
land uplifted, .̀:

tl

/

J

2 3 4 5 6

Earthquake magnitude (Richter scale)

7 8 9

Figure'4 The graph shows the correlation between size of the region of uplift and the magnitude

of a suture earthquake.
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I'
Look at Figures 5 and 6 and wait for an
explanation from your teacher.

rr
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4 5

Figure 5 Travel-time ratios (tS/tP) for the August 3, 1973, blue Modntain Lake earthquake,
predicted by Aggarwal and others f
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Figure 6 The graph shows apparent correlation between duration of a precursor and the magnitude
of a future earthquake.
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Look at Figure 6 as you answer the following.

8. A certain precursor or' unusual event lasted for
about three months and then started to go
back to normal After the precursor returned to
normal, a quake struck What might be its
magnitude'

The normal velocity of waves through a rock had
been unusual for a long while Last week a
devastating quake occurred that had a magnitude
of 7 6 Your teacher explained that the points
plotted in Figure 5 are from a place in
New York The normal value from the time of the
S-wave divided by the time for the P-wave
is about 1 75 Place your pencil on that value on
July 29 The values remain the same for a little
while and then decrease With a smooth line,
draw the approximate pattern for the decrease
and then return to normal some time later
Then notice when the quake occurs

9. For how many day,s was the value unusual'?

Now use Figure 6 to determine the magnitude of
the quake" Write your answer both here and on
Figure 5 wtrere it says M =-

10. State the relationship, between the duration
of a precursor and the 'Magnitude

Another precursor is unusual animal behavior
Eyewitness accounts' of unusual animal,'"
behavior preceding an earthquake have been
'reported for centuries from All over the world
Studies of animal behavior are difficult to carry
out An animals would have to be observed
c nstantly for long periods of time in order to
dfcrde what behavior is unusual

The Chirlese government has issued a list of
behaviors of animals before and during earth-
quakes

Some of the behaviors are that cattle or horses
refuse to get into their corrals, rats run from their
hiding places, chickeris fly into trees, pigs
break out of their pens, ducks refuseio go to water,
dogs bark for no obvious reason, snakes come
out of their winter hibernation, pigeons are
frightened and will not return to their nests,
rabbits jump or crash into things, andlish
Jump out of water as if frightened

23



*PROCEDURE

PART B Can you predict an earthquake'?

/atenals none
ou are the director of an imaginary government

agency called the Bureau of Earthquake
Prediction, It is your job to analyze data ancimake
decisions Your decision may affect the lives
of millions of people Your prediction may cause
people to leave the area. They will be angry
if no earthquakes occur. You may predict a small
quake, or one happening some time in the
future If you are wrong, maoy people may die.
Good luck'

For each of the three simulations do the following.
1. Read the data given in the description
2. Use the graphs or other informgtion from
PART A to come up with various guesses.
3. Rouhly average the values and thmg your own
judgment. predicit the magnitude of the
earthquake and the approximate range of time
in the future you thinkit will happen

Follow through the first example and fill in the
data The second and third examples may be

V done using the same method; or another,
if you prefer

Shakeytown, California
Residents of Shakeytown are used to quakes by
now They have rebuilt the town a nuyiber of

s)/times in the pa The last quake occared
about a year ago Since then there has been one
instance of mild tremor People were awakened
last night by rabbits bumping into buildings
That activity has decreased today Tilt
meters have indicated an uplifted area of about
5.1m41 diameter What is your prediction?

Categclry

Data Layout
Observation Implication

last quake 1 year M = 4

any activity minor tremor will decrease M

animal behavior ' earthquake in
24-36 hours

uplifted area 5 krn diameter

8

---r;An4 86w-- --fr-.--42airea44=

NoW carefully consider all factors together and
writa your predictions,
Next quake may occur in (days, minutes,
years)

Its magnitude will be
Justification of prediction

What action should you take? The following
are some of yot.tr alternatives
a Notify local officials to evacuate the people
b Notify local officials to secure homes
c Notify government agency for future action
d Suggest that existing structures be

strengthened
e Change building code for next Jew years
f Otherl(you,specify)

Akon



Crackintheground, Oregon
A few kilometers away from this town a large
crack opened' up during a quake 10 years
ago Since this time there has been no seismic
activity" Animals seem to be happy For the
last three years there has been a slight bulging of
the ground in an area measuring 20 km across
The town is growing rapidly and large offices
and apartments are being built What is your
prediction? (Hint Don't use Figure 3
until you decide on a magnitude )

_- Data Layout
Category Observation Implication

i

Next quake may occur in '_____ (days minutes,
years)
Its magnitude will be _
Justification of predictiop

Action.

.

4

A

9 -,4. ,,,

Muddywaters, California
Last year you made a prediction for the people
of this city based on your observationsoAt.the
time you noted that the velocity of seismic
waves had been low for 2 j;ears The last quake
was 20 years ago, and you did not have time
to measure uplift because you predicted a 6 5
magnitude quakd to occur within a few weeks
There Was great confusion and many people left
A quake did strike a few weeks later but it
wls only M = 2 5 The people were angry Now you
have measured pplift again and find the land
is still deformed over al diameter of 1 km
What is your new prediction?

(Hint lay out you'r data for both predictions and .,

consider them together ) /-

Data Layout ,

Category Observation Implication

Next quake'may occur in (days, minutes,
year0
Its m'agnitude will be
Justification of prediction

40-

Action

4
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SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. Where do most earthquakes occur on the
surface of the earth'?

2 In an area of an active fault, if earthquakes
occur regular:ly. what can you say about the
magnitude'?

3. Explain a precUrsor and tell how to use it

EXTENSION
You arp your classmates may want to make up
your drwn situations (not haphazardly, but
using tht(graphs) and try to come up with an
accurate prediction.

REFERENCE
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American, "v. 232, no 5 (May), p 14-23
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